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I wanted to give everyone the best Samhain Wishes. Do not forget to contact our Gods, pray your heart, and speak to them during this most important date.

As for the Joy of Satan, we are just getting started. All you saw in the last years is training and a warm up. Our side has not even started yet on the big actions. Many of you are only warming up now and waking up to what you must do.

We can be pleased for our efforts until now, but we have a lot more to do, and the world has to go through a lot more than what we have seen until now, until it finally changes off and discards certain elements of the enemy to where our world can move forward or at least not be in the condition it was before. Our efforts are already out there for all to see, but we have seen nothing yet.

Our plan has layers. If we are currently in a phase, we are in the season of a war and preparation. There are other layers and phases of this which will get executed as they always have been.

New Rituals, knowledge updates, etc, are only the tip of the iceberg. This is a reward for our efforts. We get rewarded collectively with more knowledge, understanding, inner and general wealth. We must embrace our mission and what we are all here to do. We have everything to gain from accepting our part in our mission.

Everyone here must remember that it's important to look at things in their proper context. Before the enemy reared their head, we had our philosophers and spiritual people, we knew "God", we were "God's People". You are the people now here that were looking for the Gods, were in the Ancient Temples, and you cared for our religions. You were the souls that tried to advance and understand more about this world.

As one can understand, we have a problem with semantics now. If certain things are stated, they instantly and due to reaction relate to the enemy. That is funny and tragic at the same time, to the point for example our own terms, words and meanings have been perverted and jewdized to where we are like prisoners and unable to use them, or at least so jews hope.

People that are completely clueless about anything spiritual or "of God" are actually just boasting around based on bullshit they just read (or never even read) from the Bible and other fraud works, with literally zero understanding. As one can see, the
ignorance here can be dangerous and over time has hatched eggs of major curses for this world. The three main curses that have risen out of this ignorance and human arrogance, have been Christianity, Islam and Judaism.

The ones who made these programs were the most disconnected from "God", yet the most connected in lying, deception and manipulation to create a half-assed and currently worldwide exposed [and soon to fail fully] idiotic agenda. This idiotic agenda of theirs was based on the pretext that they could somehow blindside the real God, i.e. Satan, and just create false notions to slander Him and His Demons, hoping this insolence would continue indefinitely.

Their hopes were based around the fact that if they steal and pervert the knowledge of the Gods, that this would keep their own people away from them. While still naming them as "Demons", they changed the notion to mean "evil", and they prayed that we would never go to "evil" again to find our answers - because we would find that "evil" was indeed everything that is good and powerful - that we were living in a matrix of reversed meanings.

Until the enemy came in and perverted all notions, we had our Gods, and we had the most profound understanding of what "God" is, the force of the universe that seeks to develop us all.

With the coming of the enemy, all these words and notions were cast down, misrepresented and oftentimes just reversed.

Yet, the foundation of even the lying systems of the enemy who are filled with lies, were built on the REALITY and the TRUTH OF THE PAST.

This is our past and our collective past. The enemy, even all their writings, "wise statements" and everything else, comes off directly as a carried over theft of cultures predating it.

When you see therefore certain people not yet accepting Satan or the Old Gods, or who might be lost in language situations as of current, or even on the surface being with the "enemy", you must know how to judge them at the heart.

A lot of people claim they do the work of "God", and this "God" they talk about is certainly not the one of the "Bible", as they do everything the Bible ever said to not do. Yet the Gods to whom they really refer to, are actually seated in people's very soul and not really only in an external book.

People experience a form of confusion based on wrong information, which breeds contradictions, yet what remains true today is what remained true 10,000 years ago, that this creation tries and tries again to serve its true creator. The statement of the
"image and likeness" is actually sourced in Sumer and Egypt, let alone repeated again and again in Hinduism and Ancient Greek lore.

Yes, human beings were made in the "image and likeness" of the Gods, and this is where they will return. Slavery programs of ignorance and submission to foolishness will not exist forever, they will collapse.

The Gods will, through their own means, reinstate the purpose of humanity and human civilization, which is for humans to make their soul divine again. Fake programs that promote the opposite while claiming they are "for" this, will experience a cataclysmic collapse in the future decades, i.e., the hoaxes of Islam and Christianity.

This collapse will happen gradually, it's already happening, but the speed of this will accelerate as the real interest about "The Ways of God" or the ways of the universe in other words, will actually manifest itself anywhere else but in these odious and evil programs, which will over time only hold in themselves the most retarded people, leading directly to their demise.

We must not forget, that the natural inclination of all Gentiles is naturally bent towards what the enemy refers to as the "Satanic" side.

Even on an ethical standpoint, everything is stolen. Therefore, we have the situation where many people follow the enemy's programs only to defend notions and ethics that were actually SOURCED in their REAL FORM, in what we today call "Satanic" religions or "Paganism".

I want to close this Samhain message with this: We will take everything back and rebuild everything back. The jewish empire of lies will collapse, and the people of the Gods will see to that end.

On this Samhain become a partaker alongside our Gods and Demons, with you being also a part of this great family that knows unto itself that...

SATAN IS GOD!!!